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yes.  I just talked to Kay about it.  She has some, but she might not have 16,000 pages.  I would send them 

folders and then, if they run out of paper, I would then send them paper.  To:	Laura 

Denk/ARRBcc:	From:	Tracy Shycoff/ARRBDate:	01/03/97 10:51:53 AMSubject: 	Re: MCC recordsThanks.  I 

just remembered that they had left over paper from the last time and were going to save it for us if we 

needed to use them again.  Do you remember this?To:	Tracy Shycoff/ARRBcc:	 From:	Laura Denk/ARRB   

Date:	01/03/97 10:48:45 AMSubject:	Re: MCC recordsFYI.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, 

Phil Golrick/ARRBFrom:	Laura Denk/ARRBDate:	01/03/97 10:48:16 AMSubject: 	Re: MCC recordsThis is a 

very rough estimate, but probably about $2500-2700 for the copying alone.  (One vertical file drawer holds 

approximately 4,000 pages.  The MCC has slightly less than 4 vertical drawers of organized crime files that the 

HSCA reviewed.  Then, approximately $15-20 per box for Federal Express shipping back to our offices.  If they 

send 8 boxes back, the cost would be around $150-$160.  We would also need to send another box of acid-

free folders and another box or two of paper to the copying place at about $20-$22 each, which adds $60-

70.Estimated Grand Total:  $2700-$2900.To:	Laura Denk/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Phil 

Golrick/ARRBFrom:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	01/03/97 10:25:54 AMSubject: 	Re: MCC recordsWhat, then, is 

the rough estimate for the total cost?To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Phil 

Golrick/ARRBFrom:	Laura Denk/ARRBDate:	01/03/97 10:03:02 AMSubject: 	Re: MCC recordsCBD charged us 

16.5 cents a page for the last copying project.  They did not charge us to pick up the boxes from the 

warehouse or to deliver the boxes to us (they used our Federal Express number.)To:	Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Phil Golrick/ARRBFrom:	Laura Denk/ARRBDate:	01/03/97 09:17:53 

AMSubject: 	Re: MCC recordsJeremy -- in response to your question about how much it will cost to hire CBD 

Docusource to do the copying of the organized crime records in the MCC offices -- I'm not sure.  I am sending 

Tracy an e-mail now to find out how much CBD Docusource charged us for copying other MCC records in New 

Orleans.If we can't estimate these costs based on previous bills, I will call Kay Sloan today to ask her for an 

estimate.I am planning to call Tony Radosti on Monday.To:	Laura Denk/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Phil 

Golrick/ARRBFrom:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	12/23/96 02:46:49 PMSubject: 	Re: MCC recordsThis all seems 

fine to me in substance.  What cost issues are there in paragraph 3?To:	David Marwell/ARRB, Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRB, Phil Golrick/ARRBcc:	 From:	Laura Denk/ARRB   Date:	12/20/96 10:27:50 AMSubject:	MCC 

recordsI called the MCC today and spoke with Tony Radosti about wrapping up our work with the MCC.   We 

discussed three different groups of MCC files.(1)	3 boxes of Guy Banister files already in our possessionI 
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